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The rapid growth of digital data has put immense pressure on data centers. That’s why at Zella DC, security is top of mind.

Our intelligent micro data centres are equipped with latest network security protocols, diverse options for user authentication and 
management, and leverage best in class data encryption methods.

Physical Security

The Zella Pro is made from 2mm powder coated 
mild steel, power coated.

All our products can be programmed with 
a series of automated actions to increase 
security. If the unit senses any vibration or 
motion that suggests someone is tampering 
with it, not only will this send an alert, but it will 
also activate the internal camera to capture 
images.

The Zella Pro comes with keypad and card 
access as standard.

Barrel key locks are available as for extra 
security (optional).

The Zella Pro has secure centralised door 
operation. The doors can be opened remotely 
allowing you to have complete control over who 
has access to you distributed MDC. 

The Zella Pro is compact with no vents and 
sealed cable management access points.

Both doors have mag locks with a pulling force 
of 250-500kgs (depending on the model).

The Zella Pro is IP65 rated and its doors are 
complete sealed - dust proof and water proof.

The glass windows are made from laminated 
glass. For extra security, solid doors are also 
available.

Access plates can be fitted with security screws 
for extra security (optional).



About Zella DC

Over a decade ago Zella DC pioneered the micro data centre. Since then, our next-generation server room in a 
box have been proven to work in the harshest environments on earth. The result is a vendor-agnostic approach 
to software, hardware manufactured to global standards, and partners across six continents.
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